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Abstract 
Cardone, F., Recursive types for Fun, Theoretical Computer Science 83 (1991) 29-56. 
The language Fun [13] is a typed polymorphic lambda calculus with a notion of subtyping and 
quantifiers ranging over subtypes of a given type. In this paper we show that it is consistent to 
allow recursive type definitions in Fun, by constructing an interpretation of types as partial 
equivalence relations of a special kind, terms being interpreted as equivalence classes, module 
such relations, of elements of a model for an underlying untyped language. 
1. Introduction 
The attention currently paid in the computer languages community to object- 
oriented programming methodology has stimulated, on the theoretical side, several 
attempts to describe the distinctive features of this model of computation and to 
find out how they compare with notions arising in related fields of research. One 
interpretation, due to [9], takes inheritance as such a distinctive feature. In a typical 
object-oriented programming language (Simula 67 [ 171 and Smalltalk [20] are taken 
here as paradigms), objects are instances of sets of attributes (classes) grouped into 
a hierarchy according to subclass ordering. Inheritance then means that each class 
has all attributes which belong to classes dominating it in the hierarchy, so that any 
operation defined on objects of a class can be performed on objects of any of its 
subclasses. The embedding of object-oriented concepts into the functional paradigm 
represented by typed A-calculus proposed in that paper allows us to interpret objects 
as records with functional components on one side, and classes as record types on 
the other. Along this line, methods of Smalltalk become functional components of 
records, and message passing is dealt with by record field selection. Even more 
interesting in the present context is the possibility of modelling inheritance as a 
subtyping relation for types of the A-calculus into which this translation is carried 
out, provided that terms having type A also have type B whenever AS B in the 
subtype ordering. 
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This interpretation is further developed in [ 131, where it is observed that the kind 
of polymorphism that inheritance brings about mixes well with parametric poly- 
morphism present in the second order A-calculus of [ 19,341, through a notion of 
bounded quantijication which allows type quantifiers to range over collections of 
subtypes of a given type. The language Fun introduced there formalizes all these 
notions providing a suitable kernel for the study of recent proposals in programming 
language design. 
Recursive definitions of types were also informally used in the original presentation 
of Fun, and the question of their semantical status was raised in [6] where an 
alternative (and more general) presentation of the language is given. According to 
the intuitions described above concerning the interpretation of classes as record 
types, recursive type definitions arise as a counterpart to the use of the pseudo-variable 
self in definitions of Smalltalk classes.’ (A semantics for Fun plus recursion over 
values has already been given in [25], by an adaptation of the interval model of [ 141.) 
Inheritance entails that some type constructors have a non-monotonic behaviour 
with respect to the subtyping relation, a property enforced in the syntax of Fun by 
means of type constraint rules. For example, if a function maps values of type A 
to values of type B, it also clearly maps into B any value x of type A,, for any 
subtype A,, of A, because in this case x has type A as well. This informal argument 
yields the validity of the non-monotonic type constraint rule: A+ B s AO+ B 
whenever A, s A. 
According to the nai’ve view of inheritance adopted in the justification of type 
constraint rules, it seems natural to regard types as standing for collections of values 
which interpret the run-time behaviours of programs, subtyping being plain set- 
theoretic inclusion. This also yields a semantical counterpart to code reuse, which 
plays an important part in object-oriented systems. A more refined view is taken in 
[6], where types are partial equivalence relations (i.e. relations which are symmetric 
and transitive but not necessarily reflexive). Subtyping is still closely related to 
inclusion of relations, but in this approach we can also take formally into account 
the fact that subclassing is meant to enforce different levels of abstraction in the 
description of an object. Whenever we have that R E S for two partial equivalence 
relations R and S, the partition induced by R on the domain of values is less abstract 
because it is finer than that induced by S on the same domain. 
From a semantical point of view, non-monotonicity of type constructors necessi- 
tates a deeper analysis in order to be able to look at recursive types as fixed points 
of mappings over the set of type interpretations. A solution to this problem was 
given, in the context of a type inference system, in [24], interpreting type constructors 
as contructive mappings over a suitably defined complete metric space of types and 
constructing their fixed points according to the method of Banach. Another technique 
1 See [20]. Actually, the correspondence between classes and record types should not be taken as a 
faithful translation but more as a research program. A definite step forward in the direction of a closer 
rendering of object-oriented concepts in the framework of typed higher-order languages is represented 
by [29], exploiting the Cardelli-Mitchell calculus sf records introduced in [12]. 
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was introduced in [15] (see also [16]), and consists of building the interpretation 
of each type as a relation over a model D for the underlying language of untyped 
terms, as a limit (in a suitable sense) of a denumerable sequence of approximate 
relations built following the structure of D. This technique yields an interpretation 
of arbitrary recursive type definitions in a fairly natural way, without syntactical 
restrictions on the set of types like those introduced in [24]. 
In the present paper, a refinement of this technique is used in order to obtain a 
mode1 for Fun (with the exclusion of existential types), whose syntax is introduced 
in Section 2. After a section devoted to stating the definition of the notion of the 
mode1 that we shall use, we describe in some detail in Section 3 the construction 
of a Scott domain D in which the underlying language of untyped terms of Fun is 
interpreted. Then we build the interpretation of its types as relations (here called 
projinite) over 0, satisfying natural closure properties. Requiring profinite relations 
to be in addition partial equivalence relations, we eventually obtain a mode1 for the 
language by taking the interpretations of terms to be equivalence classes of their 
untyped meanings module the partial equivalence relations which interpret their 
type. Finally, we include some conclusions and suggestions for further developments. 
A mode1 for Fun is obtained in [5] through a completely different view of 
inheritance, by a method which is applicable to a wide class of languages in which 
inheritance is present: subtyping statements are translated into statements involving 
coercion terms of an extended polymorphic h-calculus which is given a domain 
theoretic semantics.” 
Also closely related to the topics discussed here is the work of [2,3] who 
independently observed that the technique in [15, 161 could be adapted to yield 
models for languages with recursive types, polymorphism and inheritance. Some 
developments of his work along the lines of a formal theory of inheritance are 
further pursued in [3]. 
2. Syntax of Fun 
In this section we describe briefly the syntax of the language we shall study as 
introduced in [13], omitting existential types but adding to the definition of its set 
of types a new production yielding a recursive type expression pt. A for any type 
expression A. 
Definition 2.1 (Preterms and types). The set of preterms (or untyped terms) is defined 
by the following rules: 
M ::= clxlfun(x:A).MI(MN)I 
all(t~A).MIM{A}I (polymorphic terms) 
{a,=M ,,..., a,=M,,}lM.a (records) 
[a=M]Icase M of a,jM,,...,a,*M,, (variants), 
* A formal analysis of the relations between the two views of inheritance will be detailed elsewhere. 
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where A, B, BO denote arbitrary types, which can assume one of the following forms: 
A ::= TopItlintlboollA+ BI 
tlt<A. BI (bounded polymorphic types) 
{a,:A,, . . . , a,:A,}I (record types) 
[a,:A,, . . . , a,:A,] 1 (variant types) 
pt. A (recursive types) 
for a, ui ranging over elements of a denumerable set L = {I,, Z2, Z3, . . .} of labels for 
record fields. Records, and record and variant types will always be considered 
module permutations of their labelled components. We have both term constants c 
and type constants k, and term and type variables ranged over by x, y, . . . and s, t, . . . , 
respectively. The constant Top represents a universal type: we define polymorphic 
types of the form V t. A as bounded polymorphic types of the form V t 6 Top. A. 
The system introduced below consists of rules permitting us to infer both subtyping 
statements between types and typing statements for preterms. In [13], there was a 
certain freedom as to the interpretation of Fun as a type inference system for an 
untyped A-calculus enriched with record and variant constructors, or as a strongly 
typed language in which it is not legitimate to assume that terms have an independent 
existence from the types that can be assigned to them according to typing judgements. 
From the perspective of typeful programming [ 111, and after [6], it seems definitely 
better to take the latter view. 
Starting from sets C of simple type constraints of the form t G A, where t is a type 
variable and A a type, we build type constraints of the form A,G A, inductively on 
the structure of types AO, A,, according to the following rules. 
Subtyping rules 
l (TOP) C+AsTop. 
l (Vur) C, t<A+ t<A. 
. (Bus 1) CFtst. 
. (Bus 2) Ckksk. 
l (Truns) 
CtAsC . 
l (Arrow Subtyping) 
CFA,GA CtB<B, 
CFA+BGA,+B,, ’ 
l (Record Subtyping) 
C F A, G B, , . . . , C E A, =G B, 
C+{u,:A ,,..., u,:A,,u,+,:A,+ ,,..., u,,:A,}G{u,:B ,,..., u,:B,)’ 
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l (Variant Subtyping) 
CEA,GB,,...,CEA,,~B, 
C+[a,:A ,,_.., a,:A,]~[u,:B ,,..., u,:B,,u,+,:B,+ ,,..., u,:B,]’ 
l (Ford Subtyping) 
C+A,<A C, tsA,,+ BCB, 
Ct(Vt~A.B)~(Vt<A,.B,) ’ 
t not free in C. 
Remark that no subtyping rule for recursive types is given: we follow [lo] in 
deriving subtyping statements involving recursive types only through the use of 
folding and unfolding rules for p introduced below. As another possibility, we 
could introduce the rule: 
. (Amber) 
C,s<ttAcB 
C E (/_Ls. A) =G (pt. B) 
s not free in B, t not free in A 
as in [8], which assumes a monotonicity property for the functions defined by the 
types involved. This rule turns out to be sound in the model we shall describe (see 
e.g. LW. 
In constructing terms we make use of sets of assumptions on types of (term) 
variables occurring free in them, i.e. buses B of the form {x,:A,, . . . , x,:A,} where 
each xi is a variable and Ai is a type, and no two distinct variables have the same 
type. Typing judgements are then sequents of the form C;B E M:A, for M untyped 
term and A type, inductively generated by the following rules. 
Typing rules 
l (Vur) 
C;B, x:A + x:A. 
. (Abs) 
C;B, x:A k M: B 
C;B t (fun(x:A).M):A+ B’ 
l (APP~) 
C;Bt M:A+B C;B F N:A 
l (Record) 
C;B F (MN):B ’ 
C;B F M,:A,, . . . , C;B k M,:A, 
C;Bk{u,=M ,,..., a, = M,}:{u,:A,, . . . , u,:A,}’ 
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l (Sel) 
C;B F M:{a,:A,, . . . , an:A,} 
C;B t (M.a,):A, 
) 1SiSH. 
l (Variant) 
C;B E M:A, 
C;B F [a, = M]:[u,:A,, . . . , u,:A,]’ 
1CiGn. 
0 (Case) 
C;B E M:[u,:A,, . . . , u,:A,]C;B t- MI:A,+ B,. . . , C;B F M,,:A, + B 
C;B F (case M of u,=3M,, . . , u,,*M,):B 
l (Gen) 
C, t<A;B t M:B 
C;BF~~~(~SA).M:(V~SA. B)’ 
t not free in C;B. 
l (WC) 
C:B t M:Vt c A. B CtA,<A 
C;B F M{A,}: B[ t := A,,] ’ 
. (/.A Unfold) 
C;B E M:/_d. A 
C;B E M:(A[t:= /d. A])’ 
. (/_l Fold) 
C;B t M:(A[t:= pt. A]) 
C;B t M:ja. A ’ 
l (Subsumption) 
C;B F M:A CtAsB 
C;BtM:B ’ 
In the preceding rules the notation A[ t := B] for types A, B denotes the substitution 
of B for all free occurrences of the type variable t in A, with the standard proviso 
concerning renaming of bound type variables of A to avoid clashes. 
Remarks 2.2. (i) As an example of the use of recursive types in Fun, we show how 
to mimic an “object-oriented addition”. Observe that from a message-passing point 
of view, an arithmetic expression like 3+5 should be interpreted as the sending of 
a message with selector + and parameter 5 to the object 3, which is assumed to 
have a method for dealing with such messages to return a new object 8. Natural 
numbers are the instances of the class 
Number = {val: int, plus: Number+ Number) 
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formalized as a recursively dejned record type (see [29], from which this example 
is borrowed). It is well known that by using recursive types we can introduce a 
well-typed fixed-point combinator Y of type Vt. (t + t) + t which can be used to 
define a method for the addition of type Number+ Number, as follows: for any 
n E w define an object n = {val = n, plus = generator(n)}, where: 
generator 
= Y(fun(f:nat+ (Number+ Number)).fun(n:nat).fun(m:Number)). 
{val= n + (m.val):nat, 
plus =f(n + (m.val)):Number+ Number}). 
The above expression is then parsed as the application (3.plus)5, which generates 
the object: 
8~ {val = 8:nat, plus = generator(8): Number+ Number}. 
(ii) We have omitted from the presentation of the language the rules concerning 
equations between typed terms, formulated in terms of equality judgements of the 
form C;B + M = N:A, which are an adaptation of those for polymorphic A -calculus 
to the present context (see e.g. [7,4]). For example (see [5]), we have rules: 
(Record /?) 
C;B E M, = N,:A,, . . . , C;B k M, = N,:A, 
({a, = MI 3.. 9 a,, = M,}. ai) = N,:A, ’ 
(Record 7) 
C;B + M:{a,:A,, . . . , a,:A,,j 
C;Bt{a,=(M.a,) ,..., a,=(M.a,)}=M:{a,:A ,,..., a,:A,} 
for handling equality of records. The presence of rule (Subsumption) has an interest- 
ing consequence on the resulting equational theory. Consider, for example, the 
following two derivations (omitting obvious steps): 
{vu/= 5, switch = true}:{ val:int, switch:bool} 
A 
{ val = 5, switch = true}:{ vaf:int} 
trUe’ {val=5,switch=true}={val=5}:{val:int} 
(Record T), 
(vu1 = 5, switch = false}:{val:int, switch:bool} 
A 
fa’se E { vaf = 5, switch = false} = { val = 5}:{ val:int} 
(Record 7). 
{ val = 5, switch = false}:{ val:int} 
A LIue and Afalse can be combined using symmetry and transitivity of the equality 
relation, yielding the derivation: 
A true A false 
{ vu1 = 5, switch = true} = { val = 5, switch = false}:{ val:int} 
showing how two incompatible records can nonetheless be equated, by forgetting 
fields. 
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(iii) Finally, it is important to observe that, according to rule (Subsumption), a 
value can have in a non-trivial way more than one type, so there may exist in Fun 
several derivations for the same typing judgement, as pointed out in [5]. From a 
semantical point of view this entails that coherence conditions have to be met by 
any interpretation of typed terms defined inductively on derivations of typing 
judgements, in order to guarantee that following two different derivations of one 
typing judgement does not give the term different denotations. In the alternative 
formulation of [6], there is a polymorphic constant convert:Vt. Vs s t. s + t, which 
can be used to derive a weaker form of the rule (Subsumption), namely: 
C;B I- M:A CtAsB 
C;B F convert{B}{A}(M):B’ 
3. A model definition 
We introduce a general definition of the structures in which the interpretation of 
Fun can be performed: these will be closely related to polymorphic lambda interpreta- 
tions as introduced in [4], and a rather detailed description of them is given only 
for the sake of comparison with other definitions in the literature and to make clear 
the sense in which our construction will yield a model of the language. 
An algebra of types A will consist of the following data: 
l A preordered set (T, G) of types with a greatest element top. We shall denote by 
T,, the set {p E TIP G (Y}; observe that T = Tsrop. 
l A map+from TX T to T such that for all (Y, cr’, p, P’E T: 
l A family {( T,, =3 T) 1 a E T} whose ath coordinate is a set of functions from T,, 
to T. We write ( TJ T) as an abbreviation for (T,,+ T). 
l A map Vs~IIatT ((T,,+T)+ T) such that if ~E(T,~JT), gc(TGp.JT), 
P’S/? and for all CYG/~‘,~(~)G~(CY) then V,(/3)(f)~V,(p’)(g). 
0 A map p:(T+T)+T, satisfying p(f)=f(p(f)), for allfE(T+T). 
For a finite index set Z, let L, be a set { Ui}lc,, where each ui E L (recall however 
that L={Z,, 12, I, ,... }). 
l For any finite set Z and L, c L, elements {a, :(Yilit, of T such that if Z G .Z and 
for all ie1, CY~<‘_~, then g~~:(~~~,~~~gU~:p,~;~,. 
We denote by RI the set of such types. 
l For any finite set Z and L, G L, elements {~,:a,%~~ I of T such that if J _c I and 
for all j E J, Q; 6 pj, then {u~:cY~~~~, G {u;:z~~%~~, . We denote by V, the set of such 
types. 
Furthermore, the following conditions (omitting basic type constants) must be 
satisfied by any interpretation of types as elements of T, where 7) is any type 
environment mapping type variables to elements of T: 
l utrlv = v(t). 
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. [Top]q = top. 
l [vr~B. C]~=V&[B]~)(f), wheref(a)=[Cnn[f ++(Y], for any a~[[pnn. 
l [[j_~r. Bl]n = p(f), where f= Acu E T. [BJq[t - a]. 
l U{ai:Ai)i,rll~ =tai:UAill~I. 
l U[ai:AilitrIl~ =Uai:UAiI~ll. 
We must also assume as part of the definition that the functions f introduced in 
the preceding clauses are elements of the appropriate components of the family 
{(L,*T)I- T]. 
Proposition 3.1. (i) Given any type A and any two environments 77, q’, ifT( t) = v’(t) 
for all type variables t occurring free in A, then [[AIT = [IAnT’. 
(ii) For any two types A, B, any type environment 77 and type variable t: 
We say that a type environment n satisjies the type constraint A,,s A, (written 
77 kA,<A,) if [[A,,]7 G[IA,~T. 7~ satisfies the set of (simple) type constraints C, 
written n + C, if, for all t G A in C, n + t 4 A. The type environment 17 satisfies the 
subtyping judgement C + As B if n b AS B whenever n k C. A straightforward 
argument proves that the type constraint rules of Fun are sound in any algebra of 
types, i.e. any type environment satisfying the premisses of a rule also satisfies its 
conclusion. 
Concerning the semantics of terms of Fun, what we specify in the sequel is closer 
to what is usually called a frame, that is, we do not take formally into account the 
equational part of the language (except for some extensionality conditions). Of 
course, the specific model we shall build can be shown to satisfy the obvious 
adaptation to the present context of the equations provable in extensional poly- 
morphic A-calculus, and a model for the latter system is obtained from our model 
construction by specialization. 
A polymorphic lambda interpretation will be specified by the following: 
l an algebra of polymorphic types A; 
l for any type (Y E T a set Dome; 
l a binary operation l olp of functional application from Dam”” x Dam* to DomP; 
l a binary operation 
l ,, : Domv’-‘““f’~ T,, + IJ {DomP} 
PET 
of polymorphic application for any f~ (T,, + T) such that for p E Domv-‘““f’ we 
have p*# E Dam’@‘. 
l For any finite I and L, c L, an operation of record jield selection 
l I: Domf”~‘“~8~=~ x L, + IJ {DomU’) 
icl 
such that p 0, aj E Dom*l, where j E I. 
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(ii) (Va E T. Yfs (T,, + T). VP E T,,. p l fP = q l I/3)=3p = q for all p, q E 
,,omv_‘“““. 
2 
(iii) (VI. VQai:nil E R,. Vu, E L,. p l , a, = q 0, a,)+p = q for all p, q E Dom’“~‘“~‘. 
(iv) (VI. V[u,:ai~ E V,. t/u, E L,. Vp E Dom”“~‘*~n. 0 Ic, (in,, . . . , in,,; p) = p. 
4. A type-free structure 
We start by giving a summary of the definitions concerning domains which will 
be used in the sequel. More details can be found in [22,32]. 
A complete partial order (c.p.0.) is a partially ordered set (D, L) with a least 
element I (the bottom) and such that every directed X L D has a least upper bound 
u X. A c.p.0. is said to be consistently complete when every upper bounded subset 
of it has a least upper bound. An element e of a c.p.0. D is jinite if e E u X for X 
directed subset of D implies e L d for some d E X; D is algebraic if the set 
K(d) =Def{eEd le finite} 
is directed and satisfies d = u K(d), for all d E D. By a Scott domain, or simply a 
domain, we will mean a consistently complete, algebraic c.p.0. (see [36]) with a 
countable set of finite elements. Given a countable set S, we may form aflat domain 
S, = S u {I} where xc y iff x = I or x = y for x, y E S,. For example we have 
N = (0, 1,2, . . .}L, the flat domain of natural numbers. If D,, D2 are two domains, 
a function f: D, + LIZ is continuous if it is monotonic and 
f(UX)=UU-(d)IdEX] 
for any directed X c D, . It is strict if f(lD,) = L4. Continuous functions between 
two domains D,, D2 ordered pointwise form a domain denoted by [D, + D2]. Strict 
continuous functions give another domain denoted [O, +I DJ. For domains D, 
and D2 we can form their product D1 x II, ordered pointwise and the (amalgamated) 
sum D, + D2 obtained from the disjoint union of D, and D2 by identifying their 
bottom elements. We have then strict continuous injections in, E [Di + D, + Q], 
projections outi E [D, + D2 + I$], and a strict continuous test for membership isi E 
[D, + O2 + T] where B = {true, false}, is the flat domain of boolean values. 
Our domain will be, up to isomorphism, a solution of the equation: 
D=A+[D+D]+[L+,D]+[LxD]+{?}, (1) 
where {?}, is a one element domain with ? intended to model run time errors, A is 
the sum B, +. . . + B, of a finite collection of domains of atoms: we shall assume 
for simplicity s = 2 with B, = N and B, = B. Finally, L = {I,, I,, I,, . . .}, is a flat 
domain of labels, syntactic objects used to name record and variant fields. So the 
component [L + I D] of D models record structures as functions from labels to 
values, while variants are elements of the component [Lx D], following [9]. Observe 
that D can be turned into an applicative structure, defining an operation 0: D x D -+ 
D by 
d l e = if isfun( d) then outfun( e( d))( e) else inerror( ?), 
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where we use the isomorphism: 
0: D+N+B+[D+D]+[L+. D]+[LxD]+{?},, 
and adopt mnemonic names for operations associated with components of the sum 
(e.g. isfun, outfun are respectively the test for membership and projection associated 
with the component [D + D]), and where if-then-else is the continuous conditional 
oftype BxDxD+D. 
As a first step in the construction of our model for Fun we erase all type information 
contained in terms by means of a map 
erasure(C;B t M:A) 
defined by induction on the length of derivations of typing judgements. Alternatively, 
we may define erasure by induction on the construction of preterms (observe however 
that we are only interested in preterms which are provably well-formed according 
to the typing rules of Fun). This generates terms of an untyped A-calculus enriched 
with records and variants, essentially the same as the one in [9] which is described 
by the following rules: 
M::=xIcIhx. MI&N 
{a,=M,,..., a,=M,}~M.a~ 
[a=M]Icase M of a,+M, ,..., a,+M,,. 
An (untyped) environment p is, as usual, a function mapping variables to elements 
of 0, and the interpretation of a term M of the enriched A-calculus is a function 
[Ml from environments to D which can be defined essentially as in [9]. The semantics 
of preterms of Fun may now be given as a function 
and can be proved to satisfy the following clauses: 
@3XIIP = P(X) 
E[hx. Mjp = K’(infun(Ad E II. g[Mjp[x H d])) 
mkmb = mwdam) 
ZU{a, =M,, . . . , an = Mnlb 
= O-‘(inrec(Aa E L. if a = ai then E[Minp else ?)), for i = 1,. . . , n 
81 M.anp = if isrec( ‘Z[[Mnp) then outrec( e( ZJ M%p))( a) else ? 
%?[[a = M]np = invar((a, [Mjp)) 
8[case M of a,jM,, . . . , a, + M,,jp = if isvar( ‘ZJMjjp) then 
let (a, d) be outvar( O( S[Mjp)) in 
if a = a, then %[[M,np l d else I 
else ?, 
for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proposition 4.1. (i) For any environment p and any two preterms M, N: 
%‘uM]p[x - kZ[NI]p]= %‘[M[x:= N]np 
.“((“P)S) = (P)‘+“S= (“P)‘+“S (E’d) 
‘( up)I+y= “( (“p)‘+y-) uay1 ‘3 P u 31 (Z.d) 
.(“p)‘+y-= (Yp)‘+“S uql ‘y 3 u 31 (1.d) 
: uayi ‘a 3 a ‘p pm [a + a] 3JJI 
‘{m 3u 1 “PI n = P (E’V) 
‘(07 3 u4 ‘u) ‘PW”!~p = “(“p) = “(Up) (z.v) 
'"T='P (IV') 
:m3upuva3p~p3 
l0.J W4O!l!pUO3 ~U~MOl]O&- LXfl S@lJVS “‘“{a t a : “( -)} tfp~vj” au ‘z’p uo!)!sodoJd 
. . . . Sza 5'a 5Oa ={T} ahey am pun ‘a UIOJJ pa*!Jayu! %u!JapJo 
ay) 01 IsadsaJ ql!~ .o.d.g e s! a 5 (U#O”+)w!= {a 3 p 1 “p} Jaa= “0 ‘m 3 u qDr?a 
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(F.4) f=fn+l ifand only if Vd E D.f(d) = (f(&)),,. 
(F.5) f(e) = U,,,, (fn+,(e,)). 
IfuEL, rE[L-+, D] and d E D, then 
(R.1) (r(u)), = r,+l(u). 
(R.2) r(a) = U,,, r,+,(u). 
W.1) ((4 d)),+, = (u, d,). 
W.2) (u, d) = Ll,,, (u, d,). 
These and some other useful properties of the notion of approximation will be 
used in the sequel without explicit mention. 
5. Construction of type interpretations 
The aim of the present section is to show how to interpret types of Fun as relations 
over the model D of the enriched untyped A-calculus into which terms of Fun are 
translated. The notion of approximation defined on D is used to introduce a parallel 
notion of approximation for relations, and eventually the interpretation of each 
type will be the limit, in an appropriate sense, of its approximate interpretations, 
following [ 15, 163. For the interpretation of types as relations over D we need some 
conditions on such relations which imply that they behave well with respect to 
approximations of the elements they relate. In particular, relations must be closed 
both under approximations of related elements of the domain and under least upper 
bounds of chains of related approximations. 
The following definition introduces the class of projinite relations (in analogy to 
projinite domains, see [21]), which satisfy both requirements. Observe that any 
profinite relation is also a directed complete relation in the sense of [33]. We shall 
implicitly assume in the sequel that all relations that we shall consider are partial 
equivalence relations (per), i.e. symmetric and transitive but not necessarily reflexive 
relations, and it will be clear that the class of profinite pers is closed with respect 
to all operations introduced. 
Definition 5.1. The class P of projinite relations is defined as follows. R E P whenever 
R is a binary relation over D and: 
(i) (&I) E R; 
(ii) R is w-complete: if (d”‘),,, and (e”‘),,, are increasing chains in D such 
that Vi E w. (d”‘, e(l)) E R, then (ui d(l), ui e”‘) E R; 
(iii) R is closed under approximations: (d, e) E R implies (d,, e,) E R, for all n E w. 
The technique that we shall use consists of building profinite relations from 
sequences of approximations and imitates the D, construction of [35], exploiting 
the approximation properties of D. To this end we need however a notion of 
embedding for relations, roughly parallel to that for domains. 
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Definition 5.2. Let R, R’E P: we write R -=J,, R’ whenever the following two condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
(1) R G R’; 
(2) if (d, e)~ R’, then (d,, e,,)E R. 
In the sequel R, will be the relation {(d,, e,) 1 (d, e) E R} = R n (II, x D,). Observe 
that the intersection of an arbitrary family X of profinite relations over D is profinite, 
so P is a complete lattice w.r.t. inclusion. 
Proposition 5.3 (Elementary properties of profinite relations). For R, R’E P and any 
new: 
(i) R,sR; 
(ii) R, E P; 
(iii) R, a,, R,,, . 
Proof. (i) Easy. 
(ii) First we show that R, is w-complete: if (d(‘))i,,, (e”‘),,, are two chains such 
that (d”‘, e”‘)E R, for any iE o, each pair (d”‘, e(I)) belongs to R by (i), so 
(u, d(j), u, e”‘) E R because R is w-complete. But now observe that ((ui d”))),,, 
(ui e”‘),) E R, and this yields (LIi d(j), Ui e(I)) E R, by the continuity of (-),, and 
the fact that d(‘), e”’ E D, for all i E w. 
Furthermore, to show that R, is closed under approximations, let (d, e) E R,. Two 
cases arise: 
l m>n:d,,,=d,e,=e(becaused,e~D,),so(d,,,,e,)~R,. 
l m G n: As (d, e)E R (by (i)), (d,, e,)E R and (d,, e,)= ((d,),, (e,),)E R, con- 
cluding the proof of (ii). 
(iii) To show that R, G R,,, assume (d,, e,)E R,. This implies (d,, en)E R by (i) 
so (4, e,Jc R,+, because ((4),+, , (e,),+d=(4, d. If{4 e)ER,+, then (4 e)ER 
(by (iI), so (A, e,JE K. 0 
Notation 5.4. If R, S are profinite relations, we introduce the following notations: 
l R+S= Def{(d, 414 eE [D+ Dl, Wa, b)~ R. (d(a), 4b))E S>; 
l R+“t’S=,,,f {(d,e)ld,eE([D+D]),+,,V(a,b)ER.(d(a),e(b))ES}. 
Then R + S and R +“+I S are also profinite relations. We consider only the case 
of R -+“+I S. If (a b)~ R and (d(i))i,,, (e’i’)i,, 
(d”‘, e”‘);,, E R +‘,+I S, (d’“(a), e”‘(b)) 
are increasing chains such that 
,iw c S which is w-complete by Proposition 
5.3(ii), so 
(U, (d”‘(a)), Ui(e”‘(b)))=((U, d”‘)(a), (Ui e”‘)(b))E S 
yielding the completeness of R +“+I S. 
To show that this relation is also closed under approximations, take (d, e)E 
R +“+I S. For any kEw and (a, b)~ R, (dk(a), e,(b))=(dk(ak_‘), e,(b,_,)); but 
(ak-, , h-J s R, so (d(ak_,), e(b,_,))E S and ((d(a,-,)),-l, (e(kl))~-J = 
(dk(a), e,(b))E S, thus (d,, ek)E R +“+I S. 
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Definition 5.5 (Approximate interpretations of types). For all n E w, any type A and 
any environment 7, i.e. any function mapping type variables to profinite relations, 
define %“I[Aljv (the nth approximation of the interpretation of A in the environment 
r]) as follows, by induction on n and the complexity of the type A: 
%‘IIAII rl = IU, I)), 
~n+‘UTopll~ = R+, x &+I, 
%“+‘[bool]7j = {(d, d)] d E B}, 
9?n+‘[[intn~ ={(d, d)ld EN}, 
sn+m7=wh+,, 
PV+~B+ cjs = 92yBn77 +“+I .wpzg77, 
92n+jpt. Bjq = 9r+lp3nq[t ++ 92nupt. B]771, 
%“+‘[tlt~B. C]~=n{~n+‘UCn~[t~R]IRC~“+‘[IBn~, REP}, 
~n”U{ai:A;}i,,Ilr=nitr ((4 414 eE ([L+, DIIn+lr 
(d(q), e(q))E 24”[A,jq}, I finite index set, 
~n+‘U[~i:Ail;E,ll~ =Uiel {((ai, d), (ai, e>)l(a,, d), (ai, e>E ([LX Dl)n+l, 
(d, e) E 24 “[Ails}, I finite index set. 
By a straightforward inductive argument we prove that each %“[[Anv is a pro- 
finite relation over 0,. From the definition of approximate interpretations of types 
we see that, for each n E w, 6?2”[AJ7 does not use more information than that made 
available by any environment q’ which is as 17 except for possibly having T’(t) = 
(q(t))k for some type variable t and some k 2 n. More formally, we can show that 
for any such q’, 
%!qAjq = L?z!“[AJTj’. 
In order to prove the main property of approximate type interpretations we need 
to characterize those types which behave like variables. This characterization 
parallels in the present context the formal contractiveness criterion of [24]. 
Definition 5.6 (Variable-like types). If t is a type variable, we define inductively on 
the structure of types the predicate “being t-like” by the following clauses: 
l t is t-like; 
l ps. C and Vs =S B. C are t-like whenever C is t-like and s # t. 
Notice that if a type A is t-like then t occurs free in A. Furthermore it is not 
difficult to show, following the clauses of the above definition, that for any type A, 
any n E o and any type environment r]: 
A is t-like * L%“[[Ajr] = %‘[[t%v; 
A is t-like 3 Sn[pt. AJ/T = {(I, I)}, 
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Lemma 5.7. For any type A, any environment 17 and any n E w: 
(i) either A is f-like, for some type variable t’, or 
(ii) %I”+‘[Aj~ = %il”+l[A~q,, 
where r], is any environment which is like 77 except possibly for having Tn( t) = (v(t)), 
for some type variable t. 
Proof. Structural induction on A. We consider only the non-trivial parts. 
(a) A = pt. B: By induction hypothesis we may have the following two cases: 
(i) B is t’-like; 
(ii) 9QZ”+‘[B]7j = ~Z+‘[B]nn. 
Case (i). There are two subcases: 
1st Subcase: t = t’. Then 
.5w+lbpt. ~1~ = {(I, 1)) = 92nn+*p-qrln, 
so (ii) holds. 
2nd Subcase: t # t’. Then (i) holds for A. 
Case (ii) 
sn+qvt c B. cl7 = n {w+lucjrl[t - RI 1 R c cv+Ypqh R E P) 
and according to the induction hypothesis we have four cases. 
Case 1. 9?n”[Bn~ = %!“+‘[BjjT,, and %!“+‘[C]n = %!““+‘[C]n,. So we obtain 
!iRn+‘[VtsB. Cnq=f--J{W’+‘[Cn#~ R]IRE%~+‘[B~T-/, REP} 
=n wn+wh[f - R]I R c %n+‘[Bnv7n, R E P} 
= 5?,“+qvt s B. cnTn. 
Case 2. B is t’-like, and 9?““[C]n = %!Zni’[C]nn. Then, given any n,, 
sn+lpt s B. cjjT, = n pzn+‘ucg,,[ tHS]ISC~Z+‘[[Bn77,,SEPJ 
=n{~~+lu~n~~[t~siIs~(~,(t')),+~,~~~} 
and we must distinguish two further subcases: 
l if 7, (t’) = 77 (t’), then the last formula is equal to 
n wn+wndt HSlISS(77(f’)),+l,SEP~ 
by induction hypothesis, so the conclusion follows; 
l if r],,( t’) = (q( t’)),, then the formula becomes 
n{~z"+'ucn77,rtHs~Is~(77(f')),,~E~}. 
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Now consider 
~~+‘~tlt~~.~~~=n{~~+loCn~[f~R])IR~(~(t’)),+’,R~~] 
and assume that (d, e)En{%“+‘[C~~,,[t -S]ISC(~)(~‘)),,,SEP}. Observe that, 
for any R G (n(f))),,+‘, R, c (q(t))),, so (d, e)E %‘+‘[C~q,[f ++ R,], which is equal 
by induction hypothesis to 9?“+‘[Cjn[ t H R] and finally 
(~,e)~n{~z+'~cn~~~~R1~Rc(~(f')).+,rR~P}. 
Conversely,given(d,e)~n{~Z”+‘UC~~[t~R]IR~(~(t’)),+,,REP},foranySc_ 
(rl(f’))n, S G (77(f’))n+, and (d, e)E %!““I[Cjj~[t H S] = 9’Lz+‘([Cgn,[t H S] by 
induction hypothesis, so we may conclude that 
~v+‘~wGB. cn77=sn+'pta. cg,,. 
Case 3. 6YZnt’ UBJs = %“+‘[BJn, and C is t’-like. 
1st Subcase. t = t’. Then (ii) holds because n {R 1 R z 9?Z”t’[B~q, R E P} = (I, I). 
2nd Subcase. t f t’. Then A satisfies condition (i). 
Case 4. B is t’-like and C is t”-like. Analogous to the preceding case. 0 
Lemma 5.8. For all types A, any environment 77 and n E w: 
Proof. By definition we have to prove: 
(1) %!n[AI]~ s P2i)n+‘[An?j, 
(2) if (d, e)E c%n+‘[Ajj~ then (d,, e,)E LRZ"[[An~; 
and the statements (l), (2) are proved simultaneously by induction on n. The basis 
is trivial, and the induction step is by induction on the complexity of the type A. 
(a) A= t, a type variable. Then %“[[tnn = (n(t)), and the result follows from 
Proposition 5.3(iii). 
(b) A=B+C. 
(1) In order to prove that 
zn-'[BjTJ +"%! nqcg17myBjq +n+* 9qcjrl 
assume (d,e)E 92'"-'I[BJ~ +n%?n-'[C[T and (a, b) E %! “[BIT. By induction 
hypothesis (2)(a,_, ,~,_,)E~~-'UB]~ so 
(d(a,-,),e(b,-,))=(d(a),e(b))~~Z"~'UCDt7~~nUCnrl 
using induction hypothesis (1). 
(2) If (d,e)E LR"[Bj~ +n+' S."I[C]~ and (a, b)E 92n-'[B]~,(a, b)E 9?n[Bjv by 
induction hypothesis (l), so we have (d(a), e(b)) E %“[C]r, and by induction 
hypothesis (2) ((d(a)),_,, (e(b)),_,)E 9ZflP’[[CjT. The result follows by observing 
that, using Proposition 4.2(F.3), (d(a)),_, = d,(a), (e(b)),_‘= e,,(b), so 
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(c) A = pt. B. We distinguish two cases, according to Lemma 5.7: 
(i) B is t’-like, for some type variable t’. Then there are two more subcases: 
l r = t’: then B”[p.t. Bjjq = {(I, I)} = 92”+‘[pf. BIT, for all n E w. 
l t# t’: then 92”[@. BJjn = %.“n[[r’~~ = (n(t’)), un (n(t’)),,+, = %“+‘[r’jv = 
92n+‘[@. BIT. 
(ii) 6!72”[Bl]q = 9i!“[B1]~n-l, and in this case 
In fact %2np’[p~. BIT = (%!“[pr. Bnq)n-l, because by induction hypothesis on n we 
have %np’[pr. Bjq u,, %t”[put. BIT, so by induction hypothesis on the complexity 
of types we obtain 
which yields the desired conclusion. 
(d) A=Vts B. C. 
(1) We have to show that 
n{~nUCn77[fHR]IR~~n"[[BDrl,REPi 
g-wr+wqrl[t H~]I~~~~+q~~77,~~~j. 
If (d, e) E %?;I”[Cn[ t H R] for all profinite relations R c %!“[ BIT, and if S is an 
arbitrary profinite relation included in 3 ““[Bj r), S, G %“[[Bn~ by Proposition 
5.3(iii) and induction hypothesis (2), so 
and by induction hypothesis (1) we have (d, e) E %!““[ICn~[ t - S] because 
and ~n[[Cn?7[rHS]~~Zn+‘[[C]rl[fHS]. 
(2) If (d, e) E %?““[Cnn[ t H S] for all profinite relations S c %!““[I BIT, take 
Rc%““[[Bnq, so R&L+?“+‘[IB]~ by induction hypothesis (1). Now (d, e)E 
LP?.““[Cjj~[t- R] and by induction hypothesis (2) we have (d,, e,)E 
9rycjT[t- R]. 
(e) A={ai:Ai},,,. 
(1) In order to prove that 9i!“[{ai:A,},,,~q c L2”+‘[{a,:Ai}i,,~~ we take (d, e)E 
92”[{ui:Ai},,,jq. Then 
(d(Ui)y e(Uf))E 92n-‘[Aij7j G %“[[A,jjT 
using induction hypothesis (1). So (d, e) E 5?z”“[{u,:Ai}rtr~~. 
(2) If (d, e)E 9?.Zn+‘[{u,:Ai},E,jj~, then for all ic Z, 
(d(ui), 44))E ~nUAIlrl, 
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and by induction hypothesis (2), ((d(Ui)),_r, (e(Ui))n_r)E SBnP’[Aij~. NOW it is 
sufficient to remark that (d(Ui)),_r = &(a,), (e(q)),_, = e,(ui) according to 
Proposition 4.2(R.l) to have (d,,, e,)E %!n[{ui:Ai}i~,J~. 
(f) A~ [ui:Ai]i,l. 
(1) If (u, v)E Uitr {((ai, d), (ai, e>)l(4 E ~np’UAill~l then (u, rJ> = 
((a,, d), (ai, e)) for some i E 1. By induction hypothesis (l), (d, e)E %“[[Ai~ 17 and 
((ai, d), (oi, e>>E ~n"U[ai:Al,t~Iv 
(2) Let (u, ~)EC!B”+~[[[~~:A~]~,~~~. Then (u, ~)=((a,,d),(U~, e)) for some iE1. 
By induction hypothesis (2), (d,_r, e,_, ) E CBn-‘[Aijq so the conclusion follows 
because U, = (ai, d,_,) and u,, = (Ui, e,_,) according to Proposition 4.2(V.l). 0 
The preceding lemma makes it sensible to define the interpretation of a type as 
the limit of its approximations. 
Definition 5.9. LB[Ajv = {(d, e)(Vn E w. (d,, en)E %‘[[An~}. 
Proposition 5.10. Vn E w. 2”[[Aj~ E %[AjT. 
Proof. Let (d, e) E 3 “[An 7 ; we have the following two possibilities in order to show 
that, for all m E W, (d,, e,>E 9?m[AjT: 
l n < m: in this case apply m - n times point (1) in the proof of Lemma 5.8 to show 
that (d,, e,,,)E LB.Zm[Ajj~; 
l m s n: by n - m applications of point (2) in the proof of Lemma 5.8. 0 
Proposition 5.11. For any type A and environment 77, S![Anv is a projinite relation. 
Proof. Let (d”‘, e”‘). ,EW G 9?[Ajv. We have for all nEW ((d”‘),, (e”‘),),,, c 
g’nAn% SO ((LJi dci)),, (u, eci)),,)E %?z”[An~ by the continuity of the mappings (-),, 
yielding the w-completeness of %![Ajv. If (d, e) E CR[AnT, then (d,, e,) E B”[[Anv c 
9?[Ajjv by Proposition 5.10 0 
Remark 5.12. Observe that for any type A and environment n, 
for all n E w. The left to right inclusion is proved by observing that (d,,, e,) E (LB[Aj v), 
implies (d, e) E LB[AnT, so (d,, e,) E %“[[Ajjr) by Definition 5.9, while from right to 
left we can use the fact that %!“[Ajq G %[AnT, so (d, e)E %“[An~ implies (d, e) = 
(d,, eJE (~U41rl)n. 
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Theorem 5.13. %?2([-nq satisjies the following clauses for any environment q: 
l (var) gutn77 = (T(t)), 
l (top) S.]Top]v = Dx 0, 
l (boo!) SF?.[bool]v ={(d, d)ld EB}, 
l (int) %![int]~ ={(d, d)ld EN}, 
l (arrow) guB+ cl7 = g2[[Bnq + wah, 
l (/JCL) zupt. ~1~ = spqt := cpt. m]h 
l 09 ~2[[vt~B.cn77=n{~ucnrl[tHRl))R~~uBn77,RE~}, 
l (record) W{ai:A,),c~lv =fi ((4 e)Id, eEIL+I Dl, (d(a,), e(a,)>E WIAJI~~, 
I jinite index set, 
l (variant) 9?[[ai:Ai]li,l~ =Uit, {((a,, d), (a,, e>>\(a,, d), (ai, e)E[Lx Dl, 
(d, e)E 9?[Aijjv}, Zjinite index set. 
Proof. We consider each case in turn, except for (top), (boof) and (int) which are 
trivial. 
(var) (d, e)E LR[tI]s iff for all n (d,, en)E 92”[tlq = (v(t)), iff (d, e)E (q(t)). 
(arrow) Assume (d, e)E %[B+ Cnq so for all n 
(d,, en)E 92qBn77 +“92’“-‘[cJ77. 
If (a, b)E %![Bnv, (a,_,, b,_,)~P2n-‘[B~~ and then 
(&(a,-,), e,(b+,))E ~n-'UCll~ G UCih 
uniformly for all n E w. But 92[C]v is w-complete so 
(d(a), e(b)) = (u, (&+,(a,)), u, (e,+,(b,))) E %[Cl~, 
showing that 
Conversely, if (d, e)E %2[Bj~ + 92n[[Cj, and (a, b)E Sfl-‘[[B~~ c %![Bjjr] we have 
(d(a), e(b))E9?.[Cjjq and((d(a)),~,,(e(b)),_,)E~Zn’[[C]rl,butnowitissufficient 
to observe that (d(a)),_, = d,(a) and (e(b)),_, = e,,(b) to have 
(d,, en)E S2”-‘[B1]~ +v2fl-qcn77. 
Then (d,, e,) E 9?“[Z? + CJjq yielding the conclusion. 
(p) We first need two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.14. cR[pt. BIT = gp3jjT[t - %Upt. BIT]. 
Proof. We distinguish two cases, as in Lemma 5.7. 
(i) B is t’-like for some type variable 1’. Then: 
l if t = t’, %“[t.~t. B]q = {(I, I)} for all n E w, which implies the conclusion; 
l if t z t’, 22ypjrl[t H 9&d. B]T] = (q(f)), = 6Rfl[[pt. Bnq. 
(ii) %!Z”[[Bj~ = 9?Zn[B](~n_,) for all 7. By definition: 
(d, e)E cR”[pt. Sg, iff Vn E w. (d,, e,)E 91n[BI]s[ t ++ cRnp’[pt. Bjq], 
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and the conclusion follows. q 
Lemma 5.15. For any pair of types A, B and any environment 77, 
%?[A[t:= B]nv = %[An~[t H %[Bny]. 
Proof. We prove by induction on n that 
VnEw. %!“[A[t:= B]n77=~‘UAnr)[t~~Z([Bnrl]. 
The basis is obvious, and the induction step is proved by induction on the complexity 
of A, the only interesting case being that in which A = ps. AO, where s is not free 
in B. Then (ps. A,)[ t := B] = ps. (A,[ t := B]) = Del pus. A;. 
~?“[/_Ls. A&j7 = %‘n[[A,[t:= B]nq[s H L%.2”-‘[~s. A;jv] 
= 9zz”[A()n?7[t w %?[Bn?j, s H L%?-QLs. Ahl?j] 
by induction hypothesis and because s E FV( B) 
= ~nu&n~[~-~uwl~, 
s ++ c2n-‘[ps. AJv[t * %[Bnq]] 
by induction hypothesis on n applied to (ps. A,)[ t := B] 
= 92n[/_Ls. A,D17[t H %[BIlq]. 0 
We can now prove that %[pf. BJ r] = %![B[ t := (pt. B)]nv simply by putting 
together the two preceding lemmas. 
(V) By definition we have to prove, for all n E w, (d,, e,) E %?“[Cn q[ t H S] for 
all profinite relations S s %“[I Bnv if and only if (d,, e,) E %“[Cj~[ t H R] for all 
profinite relations R c !?2[ Bn 7. 
(+) If R % _“[Bjv is profinite then R, E LE!“[ Blq and 
(d,, e,)E2.Zn[IC]~[t++ R,J=~?.“[C~~[~H R]. 
(e) Let (d,, e,,)E%“[Cn~[t++ R] for all profinite Rc%[B]q. If S~24”[[Bj~ 
then SC %![Bjv by Proposition 5.10, so (d,, e,)E %“[Clq[t ++ S] as well. 
(record) Assume that for all n E w, (d,, e,,)E %!“[{ai:A,}i,,~~. Then for each ai, 
whereiEI,(d,(a,),e,(a,))=((d(ai)),_,,(e(a,)),_l)E~nn-‘[[Ain77~~UAin77andalso 
(d(ai), e(ai))=(LIn,O (d(ai)),-1, U,,,,, (e(ai))n-,>E ~UAJlv which yields the con- 
clusion. Conversely, if (d, e) is such that, for all i E I, (d( ai), e(ai)) E %[A,nq. then, 
foralln~O,((d(a,)),~l,(e(a,)),~,)=(d,(a,),e,(a,))~~nn’~Ai~~andconsequently 
we have (d,, e,,)E %“[{ai:A,}i,,n~. 
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(variant) Assume that, for each n E w, (u, u)is such that (u,, U,)E 92”[[u;:Ai]is,~~. 
Then there is an i E I such that for all n > 0, u, = (a,, d,_,) and ~1, = (Ui, e,_,) and 
for all k>O we have (dk, ek)E9?.k[Ai~~C %[AilT. Hence (u, u)=(U~,~ &, 
,_,k,,, Vk)EU,,, {(f”i, 4, (4, e>>l(4 e>E ~lIA,l~l. 
Conversely, assume (u, u)EIJ~~, {((a,, d), (a,, e))l(d, e)E 9.[AinT}. If (a, u)= 
((ai, d), (a,, e)) for some i E I and (d, e) E %![A,nT, then (d,_, , en_,) E %!‘“-‘[A,~~ and 
((a,, 4-J, (ai, en-,))= (u,, u,)~ ~“U[~~:Alit~Drl 
for all n E w. This yields (u, ZI)E 9i?[[ui:A,],,,~q. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.13. 0 
The preceding results may now be summarized by saying that the type interpreta- 
tion we have built defines an algebra of types. 
Proposition 5.16. The set (P, c) of projinite pers can be turned into an algebra of 
types by means of the following assignments: 
. top = D x D. 
l The binary operation + on P, us introduced in Notation 5.4. 
l (PGR +P) is the set offunctionsf: P, R + P such that for some type A and environ- 
ment 7: 
VSE P-R. f(S) = %[AJT[t - S], 
for R E P. 
0 The map V,:flRE.((PGR*P)+P) is 
V,(R)(f) = /--l f(s); 
SLR 
l Themup~:(P~P)+P isdejnedus 
~(f)=92[,&.A~~forf=AREP.%![A~~[t- R], 
this definition being justi’ed by Lemma 5.14. 
Given I={l,..., n}, ui~ L and RiEP for each iE I: 
l the (semantical) record constructor {a,: R,, . . . , a,: R,% is 
{(d,e)Id,eEIL+I D], ViEZ.(d(ai), e(u,))ER,}EP; 
l the (semantic&) variant constructor [a,: R, , . . . , a,: R,,n is 
y, {((ui, d), (a,, e))I(ai, d), (ui, e) E [LX Dl, (4 4 E RI. 
Notice that the interpretation of types cannot be considered as directly defined 
by induction on their structure, due to the clause for recursive types where the 
definition of the function space (P 3 P) assumes that an interpretation has already 
been assigned to all type expressions. 
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6. A model of Fun 
As the last step of our model construction, we define the interpretation of terms 
in a somewhat standard way (see [28]), recovering the meaning of each typed term 
as the equivalence class of its erasure, modulo the profinite per which interprets its 
type. 
For any profinite partial equivalence relation R, set: 
DomR =~F{[~IR I(4 4 E RI 
where [dlR =nef {e l(d, e) E R}, the quotient set of the subset of D on which R is 
an equivalence relation. We define the operation l Rs : DomR’S x DomR + DomS 
putting, for equivalence classes [dlR-ts and [e]R, 
[dl R+S ‘RS [e]R = [d(e)ls. 
For any f~ (P,R +P) the operation 
l f : Domv’-‘R”f’ x PsR -+ IJ {DomS} 
SCP 
of polymorphic application is defined by 
[d]v,,R,(f, l ,s = [dl.f,s,. 
For I={l,..., n}, i E I, ai E L and Ri E P, the operation of record field selection is 
given by 
[dIao,:R,l,,, *[ai = [d(Qi)IR; 
ForI={l,..., n}, ai E LI, R, E P, [d,] E DomRr’S and [v] E Domua,‘A~n, the operations 
of injection and sum are respectively given by 
ini = [Ad E II. (oi, d)]R,+ro,:R,r,,,; 
$ (([41,. . . , [dnl; [VI)) 
= [let (a, d) be ZI in (if a = a, then di(d) else I)]~, 
for i E (1,. . . , n}. 
Finally, the functions coerces,R : DomS + DomR are defined by: coerces,R([d]s) = 
[d]R. 
Definition 6.1. (i) Given a type environment 7 and an untyped environment p, the 
pair (7, p) satisfies a statement M:A, written (r), p) I= M:A, if (‘Z[Mjp, 8[Mjp)~ 
%t[Ajjv. (7, p) b C;B if (7, p) b x:A for all statements x:A E B, and n k= C. 
(ii) A typing judgement C;B k M:A is satisfied by (n, p), written 
(7, p): C;B k M:A, if (7, p) k C;B implies (7, p) b M:A. 
The following property is proved by induction on derivations of typing judgements 
and is the main technical step in justifying the interpretation of terms of Fun as 
equivalence classes of elements of D. 
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Lemma 6.2. For any derivable typing judgement C;B t M:A, any type environment 
r] k C and any two untyped environments p,, p2 such that, for every statement x: B(x) 
occurring in B we have (p,(x), ~+(x))E %[B(x)ln: 
A consequence of the preceding property is that, if C;B t M:A is derivable in 
Fun, then ( TJ, p): C;B k M:A (i.e. (%‘[ Mlp, %‘[ MJp) E %[A] v), for any type environ- 
ment 17 and untyped environment p such that (7, p) + C;B. 
Now, given a CBn-environment r, whenever x(x:A) = [d]aI[aIq for x:A E B we 
can choose an untyped environment 7i such that s(x) = d. Then (77, 6) + C;B and 
we can define 
It follows from Lemma 6.2 that this definition of 7i does not depend on the choice 
of representatives, and the conditions defining a polymorphic lambda interpretation 
may be easily verified. So we finally obtain the following result, which entails the 
existence of a model of Fun, and thus gives an answer to the question raised in [6], 
concerning the consistency of allowing recursive type definitions in Fun. 
Theorem 6.3 (Erasure interpretation of Fun). The meaning map: 
[C;B E M:A]qn = [%‘[M~7j].nEagT 
is well dejined and yields an extensional polymorphic lambda interpretation, i.e. a model 
of Fun. 
Observe that the specific meaning map obtained from the erasure interpretation 
of the language does not depend on the derivations of typing judgements. In this 
way we overcome the difficulty of showing that interpretations of a term which 
follow distinct constructions of it give the same meaning, which is the main technical 
achievement of [5] concerning their model. Anyway, such a coherence requirement 
has to be imposed on any extensional polymorphic lambda interpretation in order 
for it to be considered a model of the language with the rule (Subsumption). 
7. Conclusions and directions for future work 
One feature of the language Fun which is missing from the semantical analysis 
of the language we have given is (bounded) existential quantification. The rules of 
the whole language can be dealt with by our method if we follow a type inference 
approach, in which types are subsets of the domain satisfying the same conditions 
which define profiniteness of relations. In that case we may take the interpretation 
of a bounded existential type as a least upper bound in the complete lattice of such 
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subsets, as is done for instance in [24]. However it seems that this view of existential 
types cannot be extended to pers in such a way as to validate the rule: 
(Open) If s is not free in C,B or C 
C;Bk N:3tsA. B C, s G A;B, x: B[ t := s] + M:C 
C;B~open N as x[s] in M:C 
Our model definition differs from that proposed in [6] in two important respects. 
First, our requirements on the algebra of types are in some sense minimal: in the 
framework of [6] types and type constructors are classified by kinds generated by 
the rules: 
K::=TIT=, (forall (Y inT)IKjKIITt:T.K, 
and type constructors are terms of the simply typed A-calculus whose type 
expressions are kinds, starting from basic constants: 
+:T+(T+T) V:(T*T)jT; 
V,:17t:T.((T,,*T)JT) p:((T+T)*T). 
From a semantical point of view, this approach entails that any model construction 
for Fun must include as its part, a construction of a model for the kind level as 
well. The model of [6] uses the elegant (internal-)categorical framework of modest 
and w-sets described in [30] (see [23]). But in this approach mappings from types 
to types are exactly the set-theoretic functions from the class PER of partial 
equivalence relations to itself, against the requirement, imposed by the presence of 
recursive types, of the existence of a fixed point for any such function. Actually, 
even if there is a way of introducing the function spaces (PSR j P) in our algebra 
of types without mentioning the definability of their elements by type expressions, 
we do not know at present how to extend it to model kinds (and this is why we 
have chosen to follow the more concrete approach in the present paper).” A 
characterization of functions over types needed for the interpretation of the language 
is likely to allow an extension of the technique discussed in the present paper to 
Cardelli’s system Quest [ 111. 
On the other hand, the interpretation of Fun described in [6] is defined by 
induction on the length of derivations of typing judgements, and we have seen 
before that in the presence of rule (Subsurnption) the uniqueness property for such 
judgements is lost, introducing the coherence problem for the semantics. The 
coherence of our semantics for Fun is a priori guaranteed, exploiting the interpreta- 
tion of typed terms as equivalence classes of their untyped meanings. 
In Fun there is no operation for manipulating record structures. A theory of 
operations on records in the framework of a higher order strongly typed calculus 
has been introduced in [12], which allows us for example to define an operation 
for record updating. Intuitively, if M is a record structure of type {a,:A,, . . . , a,:A,} 
3 Accordingly, our model might be classified as “immodest” or, even worse, as “unkind”. 
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and N is any expression of type A,, we can update the value associated with the 
label ai by the value N, to obtain a record [M +- a, = N]. An interesting question 
is to extend the semantics described in the present paper to the calculus of records 
with the rule (Amber) for subtyping between recursive types, which is the formulation 
used in [29]. 
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